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ANSWERS FOR MCQs ON 8th May
Question 1) Answer: (c)
Explanation:
Statement 1 is correct
• The Chairperson should have been either a Judge of India’s Supreme Court or Chief Justice of a High 

Court in India.
Statement 2 is incorrect
• Chairperson of NGT is appointed by the Central Government in consultation with the Chief Justice of 

India.
Statement 3 is correct
• The NGT has the power to hear all civil cases relating to environmental issues including the following:

• The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974;
• The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Cess Act, 1977;
• The Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980;
• The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981;
• The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986;
• The Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991;
• The Biological Diversity Act, 2002.

• NGT has not been vested with powers to hear any matter relating to the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972, 
the Indian Forest Act, 1927 and various laws enacted by States relating to forests, tree preservation etc.



Question 2) Answer: (b)
Explanation:
Statement 1 is incorrect
• Environment Minister is the Chairman of the NTCA.
Statement 2 is correct
• It was provided statutory status by the Wild Life (Protection) Amendment Act, 2006 which had amended 

Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972.
Statement 3 is correct
• It addresses the administrative as well as ecological concerns for conserving tigers, by providing a 

statutory basis for protection of tiger reserves.
• The Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) is a multilateral treaty that regulates the international trade in conventional 

weapons.



Question 3) Answer: (a)
Explanation:
Statement 1 is correct
• The Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) is a multilateral treaty that regulates the international trade in conventional 

weapons.
• It establishes common international standards for the regulation of the international trade in ammunition, 

weapons parts, and arms components.
Statement 2 is correct
• The treaty does not regulate the domestic sale or use of weapons in any country.
Statement 3 is incorrect
• The treaty was negotiated in New York City at a global conference under the auspices of the United 

Nations (UN) from 2–27 July 2012. On 2 April 2013, the UN General Assembly adopted the ATT.



Question 4) Answer: (d)
Explanation:
Statement 1 is correct
• Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) is also known 

as Washington Convention.
• It is a multilateral Treaty.
• Its participation is voluntary.
• It is legally binding on the Parties, but it does not take the place of national laws.
Statement 2 is correct
• Its aim is to ensure that international trade in specimens of wild animals and plants does not threaten the 

survival of the species in the wild, and it accords varying degrees of protection to more than 
35,000 species of animals and plants.

Statement 3 is correct
• For the first time, researchers have sighted nests of the grizzled giant squirrel, an endangered species 

listed under Schedule I of the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972 at Pakkamalai Reserve Forests near Gingee in 
the Eastern Ghats.

• Owing to habitat loss and poaching, the species has been categorised as near threatened by the Red List 
and listed under Schedule II of CITES.



Question 5) Answer: (d)
Explanation:
Statement 1 is correct
• The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is an inter-governmental body which sets standards and develops 

and promotes policies to combat money laundering and terrorist financing.
Statement 2 is correct
• It was established in 1989 during the G7 Summit in Paris (France) to combat the growing problem of 

money laundering.
Statement 3 is correct
• India became a member of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) in 2010. The membership of FATF 

comes nearly four years after the country became an observer in 2006.
Statement 4 is correct
• FATF Secretariat is housed at the headquarters of the OECD in Paris.



Question 6) Answer: (c)
Explanation:
Statement 1 is correct
• IPCC functions under United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC).
Statement 2 is incorrect
• It is a scientific body which formed in 1988 by WMO (World Meteorological Organisation) and UNEP.
Statement 3 is correct
• The IPCC does not carry out its own original research, nor does it do the work of monitoring climate or 

related phenomena itself. The IPCC bases its assessment on the published literature.



Question 1) Consider the following statement with regards to Brasilia Declaration:
1. The Brasilia Declaration commits to reduce the deaths caused due to traffic accidents.
2. In the declaration, participants reasserted their commitment to reduce the deaths caused due to traffic 

accidents to half by the year 2020.
3. India is a signatory to this declaration.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
a) 1 and 2 only
b) 2 and 3 only
c) 1 and 3 only
d) All of the above



Question 2) Consider the following statement with regards to Fall Armyworm:
1. It propagates like an army that marches slowly forward and consumes any foliage on the way.
2. It is native to Australia.
3. It is a continuous pest that is nearly always present and can build permanent populations.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
a) 1 and 2 only
b) 2 and 3 only
c) 1 and 3 only
d) All of the above



Question 3) Consider the following statement with regards to Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO):
1. It is a specialized agency of the United Nations that leads international efforts to defeat hunger.
2. It was established in 1945.
3. India is a member of FAO.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
a) 1 and 2 only
b) 2 and 3 only
c) 1 and 3 only
d) All of the above



Question 4) Consider the following statement: 
1. As per Vishaka guidelines it is the duty of the employer or other responsible persons in work places or 

other institutions to prevent or deter the commission of acts of sexual harassment.
2. Vishaka guidelines mandates that a woman must head the complaints committee and no less than half its 

members should be women.
3. Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Act 2013 defined workplace to include any place visited by 

the employee arising out of or during employment, including transportation provided by the employer.
4. The act also provided for the establishment of local complaints committee (LCC) at the district level by 

the Government to investigate and redress complaints of sexual harassment of the unorganized sector.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
a) 1, 2 and 3 only
b) 2, 3 and 4 only
c) 1, 3 and 4 only
d) All of the above



Question 5) Consider the following statement with regards to National Socialist Council of Nagaland 
(NSCN):
1. It was formed opposing the Shillong Accord signed by the Naga National Council with the Government 

of India.
2. In 2015, the government had signed the framework agreement with the NSCN-K for finding a final 

solution to the vexed Naga issue.
3. It operates mainly in northeast Indian states and, with minor activities in Northwest Myanmar.
4. The main goal of the organisation is to establish a sovereign state, Nagalim (Greater Nagaland).
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
a) 1, 2 and 3 only
b) 2, 3 and 4 only
c) 1, 3 and 4 only
d) All of the above
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Page 13 : Income support, UDAY driving fiscal slippages: RBI
Context: 
Ø The RBI has voiced its concern over government schemes such as income support, revival package for 

power distribution companies and farm loan waivers as such schemes led to fiscal slippages.
Details: 
Ø In a presentation to the 15th Finance Commission, the RBI said the UDAY scheme, recent income support 

schemes of the government and farm loan waivers could drive fiscal slippage in the revised estimate for 
2018-19.

Ø In the Interim Budget presented in February, the government announced a cash transfer scheme, for small 
and marginal farmers with landholdings of up to two hectare, of ₹6,000. The government had allocated 
₹75,000 crore towards the scheme for financial year 2020.

Significant deviation
Ø The government said fiscal deficit of States is budgeted to be lower in 2019-20 BE (budgeted estimates), 

but RE (revised estimates) and actuals deviate significantly — reflecting poor fiscal marksmanship. 
Ø The central bank noted that outstanding debt as percentage of GDP had been rising despite moderation in 

interest payment as percentage of revenue receipts.



Expenditure codes
Ø Some of the other issues that were discussed during the meeting include public sector borrowing 

requirements and continuity of the Finance Commission and development of expenditure codes, 
especially given that expenditure norms vary from State to State

Ø On the continuity of the Finance Commission, the government statement said, felt that this was required 
more in view of the fiscal management requirements of the States, especially given the absence of mid-
term reviews of awards granted by the Finance Commission, as it used to happen earlier with the awards 
granted by the Planning Commission.



Background Check:
Finance Commission:
Ø Article 280 of the Constitution of India provides for FC as a quasi-judicial body.
Ø It is constituted by the President of India every fifth year
Ø Article 280(1) of Constitution lays down that FC should be constituted within two years from 

commencement of Constitution. Thereafter at expiration of every fifth year or at such earlier time as 
President considers necessary.

Ø In keeping with this requirement, practice has generally been to set up next FC within five years of date of 
setting up of the previous Finance Commission.

Ø The recommendations of 15th Finance Commission (FFC) will come into effect from 1 April 2020.
Ø The recommendations made by FC are only advisory in nature and hence, are not binding on the 

government.
Compositions: 
Ø It consists of a chairman and four other members to be appointed by the president.
It makes recommendations about the following to the President of India:
1. Distribution of net proceeds of taxes between centre and states and allocation between states of respective 

shares of such proceeds.
2. Principles that should govern grants in aid to states by centre.
3. Measures needed to augment consolidated fund of states to supplement resources of local governments in 

states on basis of recommendations made by State Finance Commissions.
4. Any other method referred to it by President in interests of sound finance.



Page 13 : IL&FS green firms to settle debt by July
Ø Government official said loan exposure worth ₹12,000 crore of almost 55 green companies of crisis-hit 

IL&FS Group is likely to be settled by July end.
Ø Corporate Affairs Secretary said many of the green companies have positive equity, which means that after 

settling debt obligations, shareholders would get something in return for their equity stake.
Ø Group firms have been classified into three categories based on their financial positions — green, amber 

and red.
Ø Ten of the 55 green firms account for nearly 90% of the ₹12,000 crore loan exposure.



Page 13 : Firms missing from database will not affect GDP calculation
Context: 
Ø According to prominent statisticians, the deficiencies found in the MCA-21 database of the corporate 

sector, where more than a third of the sample companies were either untraceable, out of coverage, or 
closed, will not have a major impact on the calculation of GDP and GVA.

Details: 
Ø A recent report by the NSSO found that nearly 38% of the companies it surveyed using the MCA-21 

database were unusable for data collection purposes. About 21% were designated out of coverage, 12% as 
untraceable, and 4.5% as closed. 

Ø The government has started using the MCA-21 database to calculate the GDP and GVA. 
Ø The deficiencies in the database have alarmed a section of economists, who pointed out that this weakens 

the integrity of the national accounts data. However, noted statisticians said this was not the case.
Ø Former Chief Statistician of India said: In the sample we took from the MCA-21 database, about 36% of 

the firms don’t exist. That doesn’t surprise me one bit. The reason is we know that the MCA-21 contains 
shell companies. 

Ø He said when you have shell companies in the MCA-21, and they are submitting their balance sheets 
regularly, they are very much a part of what I am measuring.



Ø He said that the question is whether this is wrong, and the answer is no. Because, if I don’t measure their 
output, I am not capturing a part of GDP. 

Ø Shell companies are benami companies where you have a legitimate company doing a legitimate business, 
but for tax purposes is routing a lot of transactions through the shell company. The value creation is 
happening. If I ignore that, I am saying value creation is not happening, which is wrong.

Ø A senior government official explained: Not being able to reach a company at an address means that the 
address is wrong, not that the production is not happening. 

Ø He said as growth rates are measured over a period, the major factor that would affect them is the 
regularity with which the companies being measured file their returns.

Regularity in returns
Ø The official said growth rates are influenced more by the regularity with which people file returns. 
Ø So, if a large part of your growth is essentially determined by a set of companies that file regularly, then 

the growth profile will be unaffected by the fact that there are several companies not being measured. But 
the level of the economy will be affected.

Ø The other factor to be kept in mind with the MCA-21 database is that it is a compilation of the audited 
financial returns filed by companies and this is reconciled with the corporate tax collected by the Income 
Tax Department. 

Ø The government official said If the database was unusable, then they would not match up with the tax 
collections. But they do. What is filed in the company accounts is reconciled with taxes paid.



Ø Former Chief Statistician of India said the MCA-21 is giving me audited data, whereas the data collected 
from the field is not audited. One would imagine that audited data would always be better than unaudited 
data. The MCA data is capturing value creation by an entity that is a registered corporate. 

Ø HE said that now where that value is coming from — whether from the company itself or it is merely a 
book entry from some other company, doesn’t matter as far as GVA is concerned.

Ø However, existence of shell firms does create some lower-level problems, he acknowledged, especially 
about growth rates and levels of different sectors. 

Ø Former Chief Statistician said If I have a manufacturing company that has set up a shell company that is 
shown as a trading company, then what will end up happening is that the GVA that would have been 
counted in manufacturing would get counted in trade.

Ø Former officials in the Ministry of Statistics point to the mechanisms in place within the Central Statistics 
Office to account for errors of this sort. 

Ø Former member of the National Statistical Commission said, Companies change addresses but not in the 
official database, or the way it is registered, if it is registered for one activity but is doing another. 

Ø But the National Accounts people make some adjustments to make sure that the data they are using is for 
factories that are there and operating.



Background Check: 
MCA 21:
Ø MCA21 Mission Mode Project (MCA21) is the e-governance initiative from the Ministry of Corporate 

Affairs, Government of India. 
Ø It is one of the 27 Mission Mode Projects of the National e-Governance Plan. 
Ø The portal is the key platform for companies to submit the required documents and filings. Besides, it 

provides public access to corporate information.
Need for the project
Ø In the year 2002, the Ministry of Corporate Affairs was faced with the problem of providing services to 

nearly 7.5 lakh corporate entities.
Implementation
Ø The project has been implemented by Tata Consultancy Services under a Build Own Operate and Transfer 

(BOOT) model, with project monitoring done by external reviewers/auditors. 
Ø The second phase of the project is being implemented by Infosys for the period January 2013 – July 2021. 
Ø The new MCA21 portal, allows electronic filings of various documents under the Companies Act.



Page 1 : SC agrees with EC on clean chit to Modi, Shah speeches
Context: 
Ø The Supreme Court agreed with the contention of the Election Commission of India (EC) that its clean chit 

to PM Modi and BJP president for their poll speeches may be right or wrong, but the court certainly cannot 
examine the merit of its decisions based on a PIL petition filed by Congress MP.

Details: 
Ø The SC, however, gave Congress MP the liberty to challenge afresh, if she so desired, the merit of the EC 

orders clearing both of violating the Model Code of Conduct by delivering alleged hate speeches and 
misuse of the armed forces for political propaganda. 

Ø The hearing saw the Bench fundamentally agreeing to the objection raised by the poll body that Congress 
MP’s present plea dealt solely with the issue of delay shown by it in deciding complaints against both. 

Ø The EC said Congress MP cannot later improve on her PIL plea through affidavits challenging the merits 
of its orders.

Ø Counsel for the EC said the PIL has become infructuous. The complaints have been decided by us, rightly 
or wrongly. Our orders have been communicated to the Congress party. This petition is only about delay. 
The petitioner cannot expand the petition and go into the merits of our orders.

Ø Her latest affidavit, filed on May 7, accuses Mr. Modi of making obscene remarks to malign the image of 
former PM Rajiv Gandhi.



No specific averments
Ø In its order, the court said it cannot address the merits of the EC orders in the absence of specific 

averments in a petition.
Ø Senior advocate argued that it took the court’s intervention to push the EC to finally decide on the 

complaints. They took 31 days to decide... What do I do? It took me two days to even file this affidavit 
(May 7).

Ø Chief Justice said now it would only take you half a day to file a new petition.
Charge against EC
Ø The affidavit was filed based on a Supreme Court order allowing Congress MP to make good her claims 

that the EC had dealt with several complaints of hate speech against both in an off-hand manner through 
cryptic orders of dismissal. 

Ø It accused the EC of failing to appreciate that the hate speeches delivered by the both are corrupt practices 
under Section 123A of the Representation of the People Act, 1951 which ex-facie promote feelings of 
enmity and hatred between different classes of the citizens of India on grounds of religion.

Ø It said Mr. Modi’s speeches were punishable under Section 153A of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 as they 
blatantly promote disharmony and feelings of enmity on the grounds of religion and such acts are also 
likely to prejudice the maintenance of public harmony and tranquillity between religious communities.



Ø The Congress had voiced apprehensions in the court about how the EC had a different set of rules for Mr. 
Modi and Mr. Shah.

Ø Other leaders who have delivered speeches of a similar tenor, tone, meaning, purport and intention have 
been punished for violation of the Model Code of Conduct and the Representation of the People Act. 



Page 1 : Iran says it will not honour nuclear curbs
Context:
Ø Iran said it had stopped respecting limits on its nuclear activities agreed under a 2015 deal with major 

powers until they find a way to bypass renewed U.S. sanctions.
Details:
Ø The announcement came as Washington stepped up its rhetoric against Tehran, accusing it of planning 

imminent attacks and deploying an aircraft carrier strike group with several nuclear-capable B-52 bombers 
to the region. 

Ø Iran said it was responding to the sweeping unilateral sanctions that Washington has reimposed since it 
quit the agreement one year ago, which have dealt a severe blow to the Iranian economy.

Ø Iran’s Supreme National Security Council said that it no longer considered itself bound by the agreed 
restrictions on stocks of enriched uranium and heavy water.



Page 12 : U.S. threatens to impose more sanctions on Iran
Context: 
Ø The U.S. threatened to impose more sanctions on Iran very soon and warned Europe against doing 

business with Tehran via a system of non-dollar trade to circumvent U.S. sanctions.
Details: 
Ø The Iranian government announced that it was reducing curbs to its nuclear programme with steps that 

stopped short of violating its 2015 accord with world powers for now but threatening more action if 
countries did not shield it from sanctions.

Ø The U.S. official said Tehran’s halt of compliance with some parts of the nuclear deal was nothing less 
than nuclear blackmail of Europe.

Ø Now is the time for the community of nations to strongly condemn Iran’s nuclear misconduct and increase 
pressure on the regime to comply with U.S. demands.

Special Purpose Vehicle
Ø He said the U.S. would move quickly against any attempt by European countries to undermine 

Washington’s sanctions pressure on Iran. 
Ø He advised them against using the so-called Special Purpose Vehicle to facilitate non-dollar trade to get 

around U.S. sanctions. 
Ø Iranian President announced changes that experts said seemed tailored to ensure that Tehran avoids 

triggering the deal’s mechanism to punish it for violations, at least for now.



Ø Washington’s European allies opposed Mr. Trump’s decision to withdraw from the agreement and have 
failed so far to find ways to blunt the economic impact of new U.S. sanctions, which include an all-out 
effort to block Iran’s oil exports to starve its economy.

Ø The Kremlin said that Russia remained committed to the Iran nuclear deal and denounced unreasonable 
pressure that led Tehran to suspend some of its commitments under the agreement. 

Ø Reiterating Moscow’s committment to the agreement, Kremlin spokesman denounced ill-conceived and 
arbitrary decisions that put unreasonable pressure on Iran.

Ø China called on all parties to uphold the nuclear pact. Maintaining and implementing the comprehensive 
agreement is the shared responsibility of all parties. 

Ø China resolutely opposes unilateral U.S. sanctions against Iran.



Image	Credit	– The	Hindu



Page 1 : Stick to July 31 deadline for final NRC, says SC
Context: 
Ø The Supreme Court asked Assam National Register of Citizens (NRC) Coordinator to act with wise 

discretion while dealing with people who had failed to appear for scheduled hearings on their objections 
filed against exclusion from the draft NRC.

Details: 
Ø NRC Coordinator said objectors are not appearing in most cases.
Ø The CJI replied If they are not appearing, the law will take its own course.
Ø The Chief Justice told NRC Coordinator to take whatever action was necessary in the cases of the absentee 

objectors.
Ø The decisions taken should be free and fair, keeping the law in mind.
Ø The CJI said: But whatever you do, do it by July 31. A day earlier than July 31 but not a day later.
Ø Over 35 lakh people excluded from the draft had filed claims for Indian citizenship.



Page 2 : Assam Rifles officer accused of torture
Context: 
Ø The headman and four others of Marou village in Manipur’s Ukhrul district have lodged a police 

complaint against an Assam Rifles officer for torturing a 28-year-old marginal farmer after he failed to 
produce identification proof during an allegedly impromptu checking of the bus he had boarded.

Details: 
Ø According to the complaint, Mungshang Konghay of Marou village and his friends had boarded a bus in 

Litan to go to Yaingangpokpi Bazaar, about 13 km away, to buy essential commodities.
Ø Personnel of the 17 Assam Rifles at a nearby outpost followed them into the bus and asked them to 

produce identity proof. While the others showed theirs, Mr. Konghay could not as he had lost his Aadhaar 
card a few days ago.

Dragged, slapped
Ø The AR personnel allegedly dragged Mr. Konghay out of the bus and slapped him in public view before 

blindfolding and whisking him away to a secluded forest patch 2 km away.
Ø Local leader of Naga People’s Front said they tried to make him confess that he was a member of an 

underground group. They also threatened to break his bones if he did not disclose his membership of the 
underground organisation, 



Ø In the evening, Marou village headman and four others filed an FIR at the Litan police station against 
Captain, commander of the Assam Rifles outpost.

Ø Timothy Maram, the officer-in-charge of the Litan police station, said there was no official intimation from 
the Assam Rifles authority regarding taking the victim into their custody and releasing him later.

Incident condemned
Ø Several social organisations, including the Tangkhul Naga Long — apex body of the Tangkhul community 

— have condemned the assault. They said the incident is against humanity.



Page 3 : Gadkari rakes up river water flow to Pak. again
Context: 
Ø Union Minister warned Pakistan that India will not hesitate to stop water of rivers flowing to that country 

if Islamabad does not end its support to terrorism.
Details: 
Ø The Minister said that the Union government is already making a road map to stop water of rivers flowing 

from India into Pakistan.
Ø The Minister said that the government is planning to build six water dams in Punjab, Haryana, 

Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan and this step would solve the water problem enormously.
Ø There was a water treaty between India and Pakistan in 1960 and its basis was peaceful relations, but if 

the present face of terrorism is not changed, in such circumstances, India wouldn’t take much time to take 
the harsh decision of stopping river water to Pakistan.

Excess water
Ø He said that the excess water will be given to Punjab and Haryana to address shortage in agriculture.
Ø On river water distribution between Punjab and neighbouring Haryana, he said that the issue has to be 

sorted out without disturbing the water available to Punjab. 



Background Check:
Indus Water Treaty (IWT), 1960:
Ø IWT is a water-distribution treaty between India and Pakistan.
Ø It was brokered by the World Bank.
Ø The treaty deals with sharing of water of six rivers — Beas, Ravi, Sutlej, Indus, Chenab and Jhelum 

between the two countries.
Ø It was signed by then Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and President of Pakistan Ayub Khan in Karachi on 

September 19, 1960.
Ø As per treaty, control over three eastern rivers —Ravi, Beas and Sutlej was given to India. While control 

over three western rivers — Indus, Jhelum and Chenab was given to Pakistan.
Ø It allows India to use only 20% of the water of Indus river, which flows through it first, for irrigation, 

power generation and transport. Most disagreements and disputes have been settled via legal procedures, 
provided for within the framework of the treaty.

Ø A Permanent Indus Commission was set up as a bilateral commission to implement and manage the Treaty. 
The Commission solves disputes arising over water sharing.

Ø The treaty has survived India-Pakistan wars of 1965, 1971 and the 1999 Kargil standoff besides Kashmir 
insurgency since 1990. It is most successful water treaty in world.



Decisions after Pulwama attack:
Ø India would fully utilise its share of unused water from rivers Ravi, Beas and Sutlej that has been flowing 

into Pakistan.
Ø To utilise its full share of water, India would divert the water from the eastern rivers (Ravi, Beas and 

Sutlej) to the border states of Punjab and Jammu and Kashmir.
Ø India has initiated the construction of a dam on the Ravi river, the Shahpur-Kandi project in Punjab.
Ø The Ujh Multipurpose Project in Kathua district would store water for use in Jammu and Kashmir. 
Ø River Ujh is the main tributary of river Ravi. The balance water would flow through 2nd Ravi-BEAS Link 

to provide water to other basin states.



Page 3 : North India reels under intense heat
Ø According to the Met office, several parts of north India continued to reel under scorching heat with 

Jammu recording its season’s hottest day at over 40 degrees Celsius.
Ø Heat wave was observed at isolated places in west Rajasthan where Sri Ganganagar became the hottest 

place at a maximum of 45.6 degrees Celsius.
Ø Churu, known for its extreme weather conditions, recorded a maximum of 44.5 degrees, becoming the 

second hottest place in the State.
Ø The maximum temperature recorded in Jammu was 40.1 degrees — 3.3 notches above the normal during 

this time of the season.
Ø Several parts of Himachal Pradesh also reeled under scorching heat with Una recording a high of 41 

degrees.



Page 4 : Demolish 5 Kerala buildings: SC
Context: 
Ø The Supreme Court ordered the demolition of five apartment buildings in Ernakulam’s Maradu 

municipality for violation of coastal regulation zone rules.
Details: 
Ø The court said the State cannot allow illegal constructions with the danger of floods and heavy rains 

looming large. The permission to construct the buildings was granted in 2006 when Maradu was a 
panchayat.

Ø This special leave petition was filed against a judgment of the Kerala High Court whereby the show cause 
notice issued by Maradu panchayat was quashed.

Ø The Supreme Court had passed an order on November 27, last year, directing the constitution of an Expert 
Committee to report on whether the area wherein the apartments were sanctioned and constructed comes 
within CRZ II or CRZ III.

Comes under CRZ III
Ø The committee submitted its report stating that as per CRZ notification of 1991 and Kerala Coastal Zone 

Management Plan 1996, the area in question came under CRZ III. 
Ø As per the CRZ notification 1991, no construction is permitted within 200 meters from the costal line in 

CRZ III.



Ø Counsel of the Kerala Coastal Zone Management Authority said as the buildings in question are situated 
within the prohibited distance, the construction is illegal.

Ø The building permit was granted by the panchayat to the builders without obtaining the concurrence of the 
Kerala Coastal Zone Management Authority, which has to grant approval for construction within CRZ 
area.

Ø Senior advocate, for the builders, contended that since the area in question was declared CRZ II as per the 
draft CZMP prepared as per the CRZ 2011 notification, the constructions in question cannot be declared as 
illegal.



Background Check: 
Provisions of Coastal Regulation Zones 2011:
4 categories of coastal regulation zones:
Category I (CRZ-I):
Ø The areas that are ecologically sensitive and important such as national parks, sanctuaries, reserve forest, 

wild life habitats, mangroves, coral reef area close to breeding spawning ground of fish and marine life, 
Historical heritage area, and areas likely to be inundated.

Category II (CRZ-II):
Ø The areas that have already been developed up to and close to the shoreline, come under municipals.
Category III (CRZ-III):
Ø The area that are relatively undisturbed and those which do not belong to either category –I or II. 
Ø These will include coastal zone in the rural areas (developed and undeveloped) and area within municipal 

limits or in order legally designated urban areas, which are not substantially built up.
Category IV (CRZ-IV):
Ø Coastal stretches in the Andaman and Nicobar, Lakshadweep and small islands except those designated as 

CRZ-I, CRZ-II and CRZ-III.



Ø No development zone definition has been changed. It is reduced from 200 meters from the high-tide line to 
100 meters only. This has been done to meet increased demands of housing of fishing and other coastal 
communities

Ø Coastal Zone Management Plan (CZMP), will be prepared with the participation of local communities.
Ø Prohibits the mining of sand, rocks and other substrata material including limestone except rare minerals 

like, monazite, rutile, oil and natural gas.
Ø Permissible activities: projects of Department of Atomic Energy; generating power by non-conventional 

energy sources and desalination plants according to the EIA; reconstruction, repair works of dwelling units 
of local communities

Ø Permissible activities under these Notifications are required to obtain clearance from MoEFCC in 
consultation with central and state governments

Challenges
Ø Reduction of no-development zone will further push the sensitive marine ecosystem off the brink.
Ø CRZ-I criteria prevents new constructions, but there should be harsher provision for already existing 

illegal/harmful constructions.
Ø Vulnerability of coastal areas and communities to disaster and sever weather events will further increases 

if constraints are laxed more and more.



Ø Cumulative and uncontrolled pollution due to growing urban and rural demands
Ø Coastal management plan needs many and relevant stakeholders, for successful and efficient coastal 

management and not just result into exploitation of resources or communities
Ø A knowledge base or a platform to share national and international best practices for coastal management 

is the need of the hour



Background Check: 
New Coastal Regulation Zones(CRZ) Notification 2018:
Reasons for introduction of CRZ 2018 notification
Ø CRZ 2018 notification is based on recommendation of Shailesh Nayak committee constituted by 

Ministry of Environment in June 2014 for comprehensive evaluation of provisions under CRZ 2011 
notification as demanded by various coastal States/UTs along with other stakeholders

Classification of CRZs:
1. CRZ I- ecologically sensitive areas such as mangroves, coral reefs, salt marshes, turtle nesting 

ground and the inter-tidal zone.
2. CRZ II- areas close to the shoreline, and which have been developed.
3. CRZ III- Coastal areas that are not substantially built up, including rural coastal areas.
4. CRZ IV- water area from Low Tide Line(LTL) to the limit of territorial waters of India

Importance of Regulation of Coastal Zones:
Ø Protection of ecologically Sensitive Areas like mangroves, coral reefs which acts as shield against tsunami 

and cyclone
Ø Improving the lives of coastal communities like fishing communities
Ø Resilient measures for mitigating impacts of Climate Change and high intensity Cyclones
Ø To balance development with conservation of coastal environment



Important Features of CRZ 2018 notification:
CRZ Clearance: 
Ø CRZ 2018 notification mandates only projects under CRZ I and CRZ IV would need clearance from 

Ministry of Environment whereas CRZ II and CRZ III projects has been delegated to respective states.
Rural area Development: 
Ø CRZs 2018 sub categorizes CRZ III (rural) areas into CRZ III A and CRZ III B:

1. CRZ III A: Densely populated rural areas with a population density of 2161 per square kilometer 
as per 2011 Census. Such areas shall have an No Development Zone(NDZ) of 50 meters from the 
HTL as against 200 meters from the HTL stipulated in the CRZ Notification 2011.

2. CRZ-III B : Rural areas with population density of below 2161 per square kilometer as per 2011 
Census. Such areas shall continue to have an NDZ of 200 meters from the HTL as in CRZ 2011.

Urban Area Development: 
Ø CRZ 2018 notification defreeze CRZ II (Urban Area)-Floor Space Index (FSI) or the Floor Area Ratio 

(FAR) to allow construction projects for redevelopment of such areas to meet emerging need. CRZ 2011 
notification had frozen the same as per 1991 Development Control Regulation (DCR) levels

Tourism Infrastructure: 
Ø CRZ 2018 notification permits temporary tourism facilities such as shacks, toilet blocks, drinking water 

facilities etc. in beaches and same is also now permissible in the No Development Zone (NDZ) of the 
CRZ-III areas but minimum distance of 10 m from HTL should be maintained for setting up of such 
facilities.



Island Conservation:
Ø CRZ 2018 notification stipulateNo Development Zone of 20 m for all islands close to the mainland coast 

and for all Backwater Islands in the mainland. For bringing uniformity in treatment of such regions due to 
space limitations and unique geography of such regions

Ecologically Sensitive Areas Conservation:
Ø CRZ 2018 notification provides specific guidelines for conservation and management planfor Ecological 

Sensitive Areas
Pollution Abatement:
Ø CRZ 2018 notification allows treatment facilities as permeable activities to address the issue of pollution in 

coastal areas
Defense Infrastructure:
Ø CRZ 2018 notification accords necessary dispensation for defense and strategic projects



Page 4 : Three years on, demonetisation continues to haunt Karnataka weavers
Context: 
Ø A good three years after demonetisation, the traditional weavers of are yet to recover from its aftershock. 

They say that even now, business is down by about 40%.
Details: 
Ø They are trying to reach out to global buyers through Internet marketing, in the hope of balancing this loss.
Ø According to them, business came down post demonetisation as visitors to the weaving town drastically 

reduced.
Ø Many people from Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, and surrounding regions of Ilkal would come here to buy 

granite. Given the fame of Ilkal sarees, they would also come into the town looking for our produce.
GI tag
Ø The market for Ilkal sarees has also remained restricted to its traditional base of Maharashtra and a few 

big cities in India, despite receiving the Geographical Indication tag. 
Ø While a few (like P.K. Guled Sarees) market the sarees online and continue to send products to big cities, 

some master weavers (like S.P. Sarode Saree House) have stopped sending sarees to showrooms in big 
cities that work on credit system.

Ø Our margins are so low, we cannot sustain by giving credit and with high raw material cost, we need cash 
flow too. I have stopped sending my products to big centres, said S.P. Sarode Saree House.



Background Check: 
What is Geographical Indication?
Ø Geographical Indication is a genre of Intellectual Property.
Ø GI tag is an insignia on products having a unique geographical origin and evolution over centuries with 

regards to its special quality or reputation attributes.
Ø The status to the products marks its authenticity and ensures that registered authorised users can use the 

popular product name.
Ø These could be naturally grown crops like Assam Chilies or manufactured products like Jaipur Pottery.
Ø GI tags are given based on the Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999.
Ø The registration of GI is valid for 10 years after which it needs to be renewed.
Ø Violation of GI tags is punishable offence under law.
What are the benefits of a GI Tag?
Ø Legal protection to the products.
Ø Prevents unauthorised use of a GI tag products by others.
Ø Helps consumers to get quality products of desired traits.
Ø Promotes economic prosperity of producers of GI tag goods by enhancing their demand in national and 

international markets.



Ø The GI tag allows the producers of the objects to claim a premium for their products.Thus, it is financially 
beneficial to them.

Ø The GI tag can also pique interest of consumers and thus raise demand for a product again benefiting the 
producer.

What are the legalities related to GI Tag?
Ø It is covered as an element of intellectual property rights (IPRs) under the Paris Convention for the 

Protection of Industrial Property.
Ø At international level, GI is governed by World Trade Organisation’s (WTO’s) Agreement on Trade-

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).
Ø In India, GI registration is governed by the Geographical Indications of goods (Registration and 

Protection) Act, 1999.



Page 4 : TDB unable to remove sand deposit in Pampa
Context: 
Ø The Travancore Devaswom Board has called for the Kerala Chief Minister’s immediate intervention to 

clear the huge deposit of sand at Pampa Manalpuram following the deluge that devastated the foothills of 
Sabarimala in August last.

Details: 
Ø TDB president said the board was unable to clear the sand deposit owing to regulations imposed by the 

Forest Department. He said removing huge deposits of construction-grade sand from Pampa Manalpuram 
was a must for the smooth and safe pilgrim movement in the foothills.

Ø The TDB chief said that the board had sought clearance for removing one lakh cubic metres of sand from 
the Manalpuram for renovation works at Sabarimala, Pampa, and Nilackal base camp.

Ø The government had duly sanctioned allotment of sand as per the seignorage rate of ₹2,777 a cubic metre 
for development works at Nilackal base camp.

Ø Meanwhile, in a letter to the Devaswom Commissioner on February 26, the Chief Conservator of Forests 
had stated that the TDB has been allotted 20,000 cubic metres of sand from Pampa Manalpuram and the 
board would have to remit ₹6.10 crore to the Forest Department towards seignorage.

Ø TDB president said the board would have to remit ₹7 crore to the Forest Department for collecting 20,000 
cubic metres of sand from the Pampa Manalpuram.



Hefty sum
Ø According to him, the board’s financial position would not permit it to spend such a hefty sum on 

collecting sand from the foothills of Sabarimala.
Ø TDB president said a government-level meeting held earlier had decided to provide sand from Pampa 

Manalpuram for free. He also called upon the Chief Minister to issue orders for providing the sand 
required for TDB development projects at Sabarimala free of cost.



Page 7 : ASI identifies rare Indian artefacts seized from smuggler
Context:
Ø From idols dating back to the Gupta period (5th-6th Century AD) to terracotta objects of the Harappan 

culture, a range of Indian antiquities and artefacts that were smuggled by Subhash Kapoor have been 
identified by the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) during a team’s recent visit to the United States.

Details: 
Ø The antiquities comprise beautiful bronzes from the Suttamalli and Sripurantan temples of Tamil Nadu and 

a very significant image of Mahakoka Devata. Of these, four antiquities were stolen from protected 
monuments at Karitalai, district Katni in Madhya Pradesh on August 16 and 17, 2006.

Ø Further, 232 objects comprising brass and copper alloys, gold with enamel work, silver, stone and 
terracotta in possession of the Indian consulate were also inspected by the ASI officials. 

Ø Among them, a few were identified as antiquities, like the stone image of the Buddha of Mathura School, a 
terracotta image of the Buddha belonging to the Gupta period and a set of 10 copper plates engraved with 
Quranic verses of the late Mughal Period.

Ø The statement added that after Kapoor's arrest in Germany in 2011, many museums in the world had 
shared information about the antiquities procured from him.

Ø The smuggler was extradited to India and is currently in the custody of Tamil Nadu police.



Background Check: 
Archaeological Survey of India (ASI):
Ø The ASI is the premier organization for the archaeological researches and protection of the cultural 

heritage of the country.
Ø The prime objection of ASI is to maintain the archaeological sites, ancient monuments and remains of 

national importance.
Ø HQ: New Delhi.
Ø It was established in 1861 by Alexander Cunningham.
Ø It functions under the aegis of the Union Ministry of Culture.
Ø It regulates all archaeological activities as per the provisions of the Ancient Monuments and 

Archaeological Sites and Remains Act, 1958.
Ø It also regulates Antiquities and Art Treasure Act, 1972.



Page 10 : Opposition can demand slip counting
Context: 
Ø Though the Supreme Court and the Election Commission have not agreed to the Opposition parties’ 

demand for 50% random physical verification of the EVM results with VVPAT slips, they can still take 
recourse to Section 56-D of the Conduct of Election Rules to request for slip counting.

Details: 
Ø Section 56-C of the Rules provides for the procedure of vote counting. In case a candidate or election 

agent disputes the announced results of any polling station(s), they can seek scrutiny of VVPAT slips under 
the Section.

Ø The provision states that after the entries made in the result sheet are announced, any candidate or in his 
absence, his election agent or any of his counting agents may apply in writing to the returning officer to 
count the printed paper slips in the drop box of the printer in respect of any polling station or polling 
stations.

Ø Explaining the procedure, the Section says: On such application being made, the returning officer shall, 
subject to such general or special guidelines, as may be issued by the Election Commission, decide the 
matter and may allow the application in whole or in part or may reject in whole, if it appears to him to be 
frivolous or unreasonable.



Slip count prevails
Ø The returning officer’s decision has to be in writing and must contain the reasons for accepting or rejecting 

the request.
Ø In case the officer allows the counting of slips, either whole or in part, he must do the counting according 

to EC directions.
Ø If any discrepancy between the votes displayed on the control unit and the counting of the paper slips is 

detected, the slip count prevails and accordingly, the results are amended and announced after following 
the set procedures.

Ø An Election Commission official said that there have been 16 such instances of slip counting since 2017. 
In all cases, it was a 100% match of EVM results and VVPAT slips.

Ø The Supreme Court dismissed a plea by 21 Opposition parties to review its judgment rejecting the request 
for 50% matching.

Ø The court had earlier directed that the physical counting of slips be increased from one to five randomly 
selected EVMs in each Assembly segment or constituency.



Page 18 : India’s newest pit viper found in Arunachal
Context: 
Ø India now has a fifth brown pit viper but with a reddish tinge. A team of herpetologists have described a 

new species of reddish-brown pit viper — a venomous snake with a unique heat-sensing system — from a 
forest in West Kameng district of Arunachal Pradesh.

Details: 
Rich in ecology
Ø The discovery makes the Arunachal pit viper (Trimeresurus arunachalensis) the second serpent to have 

been discovered after the non-venomous crying keelback in the State’s Lepa-Rada district in 2018.
Ø The new species also makes Arunachal Pradesh the only Indian state to have a pit viper named after it.
Ø India had four brown pit vipers before the Arunachal Pradesh discovery.
Ø The other four — Malabar, horseshoe, hump-nosed and Himalayan — were discovered 70 years ago.
Ø A research team from the Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Pune, had encountered the 

snake while conducting biodiversity surveys in Arunachal Pradesh’s Eaglenest region. 
DNA analysed
Ø Comparative analyses of DNA sequences and examination of morphological features suggested that the 

snake belonged to a species not described before.
Ø A scientist of the Arunachal Pradesh forest department, said that the single known specimen of this species 

makes it currently the rarest pit viper in the world. The specimen was donated to the museum of the State 
Forest Research Institute in Itanagar.



Page 18 : WHO for eliminating industrially produced trans fats by 2023
Context: 
Ø Trans fat, also called the worst form of fat in food, responsible for over 5,00,000 deaths globally from 

coronary heart disease each year, could be eliminated from the industrially produced global food supply by 
2023 if the World Health Organization (WHO) has its way.

Ø Details: 
Ø The WHO has welcomed its partnership with the International Food and Beverage Alliance (IFBA) to 

achieve this target. It said: Eliminating industrially produced trans fat is one of the simplest and most 
effective ways to save lives and create a healthier food supply.

Regulatory action
Ø The meeting also stressed the value of regulatory action on labelling, marketing and urged industry for full 

adherence to the WHO code of marketing of breast milk substitutes.
Ø The commitment made by the IFBA is in line with the WHO’s target to eliminate industrial trans fat from 

the global food supply by 2023. 
Ø Of note was the decision by IFBA members to ensure that the amount of industrial trans fat in their 

products does not exceed two grams per 100 grams fat/oil globally by 2023.
Ø India has among the highest number of coronary heart disease cases in the world.


